
Web Developer (HTML/JavaScript/CSS) 

Overview 

At PSA Parts Ltd we are expanding and recruiting for a permanent Front-End Web Developer to 

work in-house on our existing public web sites (PsaParts.co.uk & DuracellDirect.co.uk and with our 

team creating brand new sites. We are based in modern offices in Colliers Wood (SW19), close to 

the Northern Line tube station. 

 

This role is ideal for a graduate who is confident with HTML, JavaScript and CSS, and is keen to 

improve their experience and learn new technologies. Or would suit an existing developer with a 

year’s experience who wishes to progress. The salary will be up to 35k depending on relevant 

abilities. 

 

The Role 

Day-to-day the role will involve working with our developers and graphics designer to create pages 

for our networks of e-commerce sites, work on UX design, and help lead design and development of 

brand new sites. Our sites use JSP and PHP templates, and while any knowledge of PHP would be 

an advantage it is not a requirement. 

 

The candidate will play a key role in a small development team, and will also have the opportunity 

to gain experience in all aspects of running multi-national e-commerce sites if they wish. 

 

The candidate is expected to become proficient at JavaScript and CSS. Experience with JavaScript 

libraries such as jQuery, and writing mobile optimized sites would also be a benefit.  

 

Example Projects 

Several projects have been lined up, including: 

 Creating new sections on an official US site for Duracell. 

 Developing a brand new Health and Beauty consumer site. 

 Improving the mobile UX for our payment process. 

 

The Company 

PSA Parts Ltd is an established computer components and electronics specialist selling to both trade 

and consumers, with a large international web presence under several brand names such as 

DuracellDirect.  

 

To apply, please send your CV and covering letter to it-jobs@psaparts.co.uk 

Applicants must have the right to live and work in the UK. Strictly no agencies please. 
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